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AbstratWe explore the question of learnability of lasses of funtions ontained in aHilbert spae whih has a reproduing kernel. We show that if the evaluationfuntionals are uniformly bounded and if the lass is norm bounded then it islearnable. We formulate a learning proedure related to the well known SupportVetor Mahine, whih requires solving a system of linear equations, rather thanthe quadrati programming needed for the SVM. As a part of our disussion,we estimate the fat shattering dimension of the unit ball of the dual of a Banahspae when onsidered as a set of funtions on the unit ball of the spae itself.Our estimate is based on a geometri property of the Banah spae alled type.
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In this paper we investigate the following question: assume that a funtionf is arbitrarily seleted from a given lass of funtions F on 
 � IRd. We wishto identify this funtion using only its values on samples drawn aording toan unknown probability measure on 
. Sine we an not hope for a ompleteidenti�ation of f using this partial information, we try to approximate f inthe following sense: given a sample S, S = f!1; :::; !ng; ff(!1); :::; f(!n)g, wesearh for funtions gn = gn(S) suh that (gn) tends to f in some sense aswe inrease to size of the sample. Sine the measure � aording to whih thesample is seleted is unknown and sine f is unknown too, the onvergene mustbe in the worst ase senario, i.e., it must be uniform both in f and in �. Hene,our aim is to show that sup� PrfIE�(gn � f)2 � "g ! 0uniformly in f , where IE� is the expetation with respet to �.For pratial purposes, it is neessary to estimate the sample omplexity,whih is the size of the sample required to ensure that sup� PrfIE�(gn�f)2 � "gdoes not exeed a given Æ > 0.Intuitively, the \smaller" F is, the easier it is to �nd the desired f . Oneproperty whih an be interpreted to mean that F is \small" is that it satis�esthe law of large numbers uniformly in both f and in �. Classes of funtionswith this property are alled uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lasses ([4℄, [15℄).It is possible to show (see [2℄) that if one an de�ne a learning rule whihprodues a sequene of funtions (gn) that \almost" agree with f on a givensequene of samples, and if F is uniform Glivenko{Cantelli, then (gn) approxi-mates f in the sense that sup� PrfIE�(gn � f)2 � "g ! 0.We shall advane in two diretions: one is to show that the lasses we areinterested in are uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lasses, and the other is to �nd alearning rule whih produes a funtion that \almost" agrees with f on a givensample.To show that a lass is uniform Glivenko{Cantelli, we use the sale sensi-tive dimensions of F : the fat shattering dimension V C"(
;F) and the Pollarddimension P"(
;F) (see [2℄, [10℄), whih indiate how \large" F is. Indeed, itwas shown in [2℄ that if F onsists of funtions with a uniformly bounded range,then F is uniform Glivenko{Cantelli if and only if V C"(
;F) (resp. P"(
;F))is �nite for every " > 0.We fous on lasses of funtions on some set 
 whih are ontained in theunit ball of a Banah spae in whih the evaluation funtionals Æ! are uniformlybounded. We give an upper estimate for V C"(
;F) whih depends on a ge-ometri property of the Banah spae X alled type. This upper estimate isobtained by using a tight bound for V C"(B(X); B(X�)), where B(X) is theunit ball of X and B(X�) is the unit ball of the dual of X .The �rst setion of this paper is devoted to the proof of the bound onV C"(
;F). In the seond setion we narrow the disussion to lasses of funtionsontained in Hilbert spaes with reproduing kernels and introdue a learningproess whih enables us to �nd funtions gn for whih sup� PrfIE�(gn� f)2 �2



"g ! 0 uniformly in f . The idea behind this learning rule is to embed thesamples in a high dimensional spae and �nd funtionals whih agree with f onthe given samples. This idea is similar to the one used in the Support VetorMahine ([16℄) proess. Due to the fat that the spae in question has a repro-duing kernel, it is possible to embed the samples in the dual of the given spae,and the desired funtionals on the dual will be members of our lass. More-over, in order to �nd eah funtional, one only needs to solve a linear system ofequations, whih is muh simpler that the quadrati programming needed forthe SVM.We end the seond setion by showing that under additional mild assump-tions on the spae X , we an estimate the sample omplexity of the learningproess. The third setion onsists of onluding remarks. In it, we disuss adi�erent and more diret approah to the problem of evaluating the fat shat-tering dimension and ompare it to the one presented in the �rst setion. Weshow that in many important ases the \soft" approah presented in the �rstsetion gives a muh better bound than the diret one.We end this introdution by realling a few standard de�nitions and some no-tation. For a Banah spae X , the dual of X (denoted by X�) onsists of all thebounded linear funtionals on X , with the norm kx�kX� = supkxkX=1 jx�(x)j.We denote by B(X) the unit ball of X , i.e., B(X) = fxj kxk � 1g. For everyr > 0 rB(X) = fxj kxk � rg. For every A � X , let onvA be the onvex hullof A. A Banah spae is alled reexive if X is isometri to X�� via the dualitymap x ! x�� given by x��(x�) = x�(x). If 1 � p < 1, let `np be IRn equippedwith the norm kxkp = �Pn1 jxijp� 1p . Throughout this paper 
 will denote aompat subset of IRd. C(
) is the Banah spae of ontinuous funtions on 
,with respet to the norm kfk1 = sup!2
 jf(!)j. For every probability measure �on 
, let IE� denote the expetation with respet to �. In fat, we shall alwaysassume that � is a Borel measure. Finally, if x is some point in some metrispae, then B(x; r) is the open ball entered at x with radius r.1 Fat Shattering dimension and TypeIn this setion we investigate the fat shattering dimension (de�ned below) ofF = B(X�) whih is the unit ball of the dual of a Banah spae X , where theelements of F are viewed as funtions on B(X).De�nition 1.1 Let F be a lass of funtions on a spae 
. We say that F"{shatters !1; :::; !n if there is some a 2 IR suh that for every I � f1; :::; ngthere is a funtion f 2 F for whih f(!i) � a+"=2 if i 2 I and f(!j) � a�"=2if j 62 I. Let V C"(
;F) be the largest integer N suh that there exists a set of Nelements of 
 whih is "{shattered by F . We set V C"(
;F) =1 if there existsuh integers N whih are arbitrarily large. The fat shattering o-dimensionCOV C"(
;F) is de�ned to be V C"(F ;
) in the sense that the \base" spae isF and eah ! 2 
 is identi�ed with the evaluation funtional Æ!, i.e., eah ! is3



identi�ed with a funtion on F de�ned by !(f) � f(!).First, we study the ase where 
 = B(X) and F = B(X�). Thus, the setfx1; :::; xng is "{shattered if for every I � f1; :::; ng there exists x� 2 X� withkx�k � 1 suh that x�(xi) � a+ "=2 if i 2 I , while x�(xj) � a� "=2 otherwise.De�nition 1.2 A set A = f!1; :::; !ng is said to be "{shattered in the Pollardsense by F if there is some funtion s : A ! IR, suh that for every I �f1; :::; ng there is some f 2 F for whih f(!i) � s(!i) + "=2 if i 2 I, andf(!j) � s(!j) � "=2 if j 62 I. We de�ne the Pollard dimension P"(
;F) asthe largest integer N suh that there exists a set of N elements of 
 whih is"{shattered in the Pollard sense. Again, P"(
;F) = 1 if suh integers N anbe arbitrarily large.Throughout this paper we will be investigating lasses of funtions whih havea uniformly bounded range. Therefore, we assume that there is some M suhthat for every ! 2 
, supf2F jf(!)j �M . By the pigeonhole priniple it is easyto see that the Pollard dimension and the fat shattering dimension are relatedfor lasses of funtions whih have a uniformly bounded range. In this ase, forevery  > 0 and if sup!2
 supf2F jf(!)j �M , then(1:1) V C(
;F) � P(
;F) � C V C 2 (
;F) ;where C depends only on M .Reall that for every integer k, the k-th Rademaher random variable rk(t)is de�ned on the interval [0; 1℄ by rk(t) = sign�sin(2k�t)�. Thus, (rk) areindependent f�1; 1g{valued funtions and for every kjftjrk(t) = 1gj = jftjrk(t) = �1gj = 12 ;where j j is the Lebesgue measure on [0; 1℄.De�nition 1.3 A Banah spae X has type p, if there is some C suh that forevery x1; :::; xn 2 X,(1:2) IE  nX1 ri(t)xi � C� nX1 kxikp�1=pwhere ri(t) are i.i.d. Rademaher random variables on [0; 1℄. The best onstantfor whih (1.2) holds is alled the p-type onstant of X and denoted by Tp(X).The basi fats onerning the onept of type may be found, for example, in[11℄ or in [12℄. Clearly, for every Banah spae (1.2) holds in the ase p = 1with T1(X) = 1. If we setT (X) = supfpjX has type pg4



then it follows that T (X) 2 [1; 2℄. For example, Hilbert spaes and Lp spaesfor 2 � p < 1 have type 2, thus, if X is a Hilbert spae or if X = Lp for2 � p < 1 then T (X) = 2 and the supremum is attained. Also, one an showthat X has a nontrivial type (i.e. p > 1) if and only if X� has a nontrivial type.De�nition 1.4 The Banah{Mazur distane between two isomorphi Banahspaes X and Y , denoted by d(X;Y ), is given by:d(X;Y ) = inffkTkT�1 jT : X ! Y is an isomorphism from X to Y gClearly, if X , Y and Z are isomorphi then d(X;Y ) � d(X;Z)d(Y; Z).We say that an in�nite dimensional spaeX ontains `np �-uniformly, if for everyn, X has an n{dimensional subspae Xn suh that d(Xn; `np ) � (1 + �). Notethat T (X) = 1 if and only if X ontains `n1 �-uniformly for every � > 0 (see[12℄).Theorem 1.5 For every in�nite dimensional Banah spae X, the fat shatter-ing dimension V C"�B(X); B(X�)) is �nite if and only if T (X) > 1. If T (X) = pand if X has type p0, then for every " > 0,�2"� pp�1 � 1 � V C"�B(X); B(X�)) � 2�2Tp0(X)" � p0p0�1 + 1:In partiular, if X has type p = T (X) then for every " > 0,�2"� pp�1 � 1 � V C"�B(X); B(X�)) � 2�2Tp(X)" � pp�1 + 1:The idea of onneting V C"�B(X); B(X�)� with the type ofX �rst appearedin [8℄, where it was shown that if X has type p, then V C"�B(X); B(X�)) =O�"�p=(p�1)� { without an estimate on the onstant. Our proof of the upperbound is slightly simpler than the proof in [8℄, and bypasses a gap in the originalproof.Proof: Let (ei)ni=1 denote the standard basis in `n1 . We laim that fe1; :::; engis 2{shattered by B(`n1 �). To see this, let I � f1; :::; ng and set y�I 2 (`n1 )� byy�I (ei) = 1 if i 2 I , and y�I (ej) = �1 if j 62 I . By the de�nition of the dual normky�Ik = supPn1 j�ij=1 �����y�I � nXi=1 �iei������ � supPn1 j�ij=1 nXi=1 �i jy�I (ei)j � 1implying that indeed fe1; :::; eng is 2{shattered by B(`n1 �).Next, if T (X) = p > 1 then for every � > 0 and every integer n, there is asubspae Xn � X suh that dimXn = n and d(`np ; Xn) � 1+� (see [12℄). Also,reall that d(`n1 ; `np ) = n1� 1p (see [14℄), hene, d(Xn; `n1 ) � (1+�)n1� 1p . Set Tn :`n1 ! Xn suh that Tn is an isomorphism, kTnk = 1 and T�1n  � (1+ �)n1� 1p .5



We will show that the set fx1; :::; xng where xi = Tnei is 2(1 + �)�1=n p�1pshattered by B(X�), implying thatV C"(B(X); B(X�)) � �2"� pp�1 � 1:Indeed, if I � f1; :::; ng, put x�I = y�I (T�1n )(1+�)n1� 1p 2 X�n. Clearly, if i 2 I thenx�I(xi) = 1(1+�)n1� 1p and if j 62 I then x�I(xj) = �1(1+�)n1� 1p . Sine kx�IkX�n � 1,then by the Hahn-Banah theorem x�I may be extended to an element of B(X�).Our laim follows by taking � to 0.Turning to the reverse inequality, if V C"�B(X); B(X�)) = m, set n = [m=2℄.Thus, there exists a set fx1; :::x2ng � B(X) whih is "-shattered by B(X�),implying that for every I � f1; :::; 2ng there is some x� 2 X� with kx�k � 1suh that for i 2 I , x�(xi) � a + "=2 and for j 62 I , x�(xj) � a � "=2. SetAI = onvfxi j i 2 Ig and BI = onvfxj j j 62 Ig. Note that if y 2 AI andz 2 BI , then writing y =Xi2I �ixi and z =Xi62I �ixi, we havekz � yk � x�(y � z) =Xi2I �ix�(xi)�Xj 62I �jx�(xj) � a+ "=2� a+ "=2 = ":For every 1 � i � n, put yi = x2i � x2i�1. If X has type p0 then by the typeestimate and sine kyik � 2, thenIE  nX1 ri(t)yi � Tp0(X)� nX1 kyikp0�1=p0 � 2Tp0(X)n1=p0 :Thus, for some hoie of the numbers "i 2 f+1;�1g we have kPn1 "iyik �2Tp0(X)n1=p0 . On the other hand, there exists a set J � f1; :::; 2ng suh thatjJ j = n and Pni=1 "iyi = Pj2J xj �Pj 62J xj . Hene, 1nXj2J xj 2 AJ and1nXj 62J xj 2 BJ , from whih it follows that 1n  nX1 "iyi � ". Therefore n" �2Tp0(X)n1=p0 , implying thatV C"�B(X); B(X�)� � 2n+ 1 � 2 2Tp0(X)" ! p0p0�1 + 1:Finally, reall that if T (X) = 1 then X ontains `n1 �-uniformly for every� > 0. Fix � > 0 and let Tn : `n1 ! X suh that Tn is an isomorphism,kTnk = 1 and T�1n  � 1 + �. Sine the standard basis in `n1 is 2{shattered,then by the same argument as above, the set fTne1; :::; Tneng is 11+�{shatteredin X by F = B(X�). Hene, for every " < 2, V C"�B(X); B(X�)� = 1.�6



Note that X may not have type p for p = T (X), but does have type p0 forevery 1 � p0 < T (X). Sine in the proof of the upper bound one uses (1.2),then in the general ase this bound an be established only for p0 < T (X).Corollary 1.6 If X is an in�nite dimensional Hilbert spae then4"2 � 1 � V C"�B(X); B(X�)� = COV C"�B(X); B(X�)� � 8"2 + 1:The proof of Corollary 1.6 follows sine a Hilbert spae is reexive, implyingthat V C"�B(X); B(X�)� = COV C"�B(X); B(X�)�:Also, note that X has type 2 with T2(X) = 1. Hene, our laim follows byTheorem 1.5.Corollary 1.7 If X is an in�nite dimensional Banah spae and T (X) 6=T (X�) then V C"(B(X); B(X�)) and COV C"(B(X); B(X�)) are not of the sameorder of magnitude.Before proving this Corollary, we need two preliminary results. First, note thatby linearity, for every Banah spae X and every r1; r2 > 0,V C"�r1B(X); r2B(X�)� = V C"=r1r2�B(X); B(X�)�;and COV C"�r1B(X); r2B(X�)� = COV C"=r1r2�B(X); B(X�)�:Seond, is a lassial result from Banah spae theory, whih is alled the prin-iple of loal reexivity (see [9℄).Lemma 1.8 Let X be a Banah spae, whih is identi�ed with its anonialimage in X��. For every �nite dimensional subspaes G � X�� and F � X�and every Æ > 0, there is a map T : G! X suh that1. For every x�� 2 G \X, Tx�� = x��.2. For every x�� 2 G, (1� Æ) kx��k � kTx��k � (1 + Æ) kx��k.3. For every x� 2 F and every x�� 2 G, x�(Tx��) = x��(x�).Proof of Corollary 1.7: We will show that for every " > 0,COV C"�B(X); B(X�)� � V C"�B(X�); B(X��)� �� lim infa!0+ COV C"�a�B(X); B(X�)�+ 1:Sine X is isometrially embedded in X��, then for every " > 0,COV C"�B(X); B(X�)� � V C"�B(X�); B(X��)�:To prove the reverse inequality, set " > 0 and let fx�1; :::; x�ng � B(X�) be"-shattered by B(X��). Thus, for every I � f1; :::; ng there is a \shattering"7



funtional x��I 2 B(X��). Let G = span�x��I jI � f1; :::; ng	 and set F =spanfx�1; :::; x�ng. For every Æ > 0 let T : G ! X be as in Lemma 1.8. Hene,fx�1; :::; x�ng are "-shattered by the set fTx��I g � (1 + Æ)B(X). Therefore,V C"�B(X�); B(X��)� � COV C"�(1 + Æ)B(X); B(X�)� �� COV C"=(1+Æ)�B(X); B(X�)�:Our assertion follows by taking Æ ! 0.Finally, by Theorem 1.5 and sine T (X) 6= T (X�), V C"�B(X); B(X�)� andCOV C"�B(X); B(X�)� are not of the same order of magnitude. �Theorem 1.9 Let 
 be a ompat subset of IRd and suppose that X is a Banahspae whose elements are Borel measurable funtions on 
. Assume that forevery ! 2 
 the evaluation funtional Æ!(f) = f(!) is ontinuous and thatsup!2
 kÆ!k �M <1. Assume further that X� has type p > 1. ThenV C"(
;F) � 2 2MTp(X�)" ! pp�1 + 1for every F � B(X).Proof: Let us �x some F � B(X). Note that F is isometrially embedded intoB(X��) using the duality mapping f ! f�� de�ned by f��(f�) = f�(f). Denotethe image of F in B(X��) by F��. Clearly f(!) = f��(Æ!) for every ! 2 
 andf 2 F . Hene, if f!1; :::; !ng is "{shattered by F then the set fÆ!1 ; :::; Æ!ng is"{shattered by F��. Sine sup! kÆ!k �M thenV C"(
;F) � V C"�MB(X�);F��� � V C"�MB(X�); B(X��)� == V C"=M �B(X�); B(X��)� � 2 2MTp(X�)" ! pp�1 + 1;where the last inequality follows from the upper bound in Theorem 1.5. �2 Hilbert spaes with reproduing Kernels andLearning ProeduresWe begin this setion with the de�nition of learnability. For every integer n,let Sn be the set of all the samples f!1; :::; !ng, ff(!1); :::f(!n)g of length n,where !i 2 
 and f 2 F . A learning proedure is a mapping A whih assigns afuntion in F , denoted by AS , to eah sample S 2 Sn Sn.Our goal in a learning proess is to approximate an unknown funtion f 2 Fwith respet to the L2(�) norm. Reall that we denote by IE� the expetation8



with respet to �. Thus, by the de�nition of the L2(�) norm, we need to �nda sequene (gn) for whih kf � gnk2L2(�) = IE�(f � gn)2 ! 0. The funtions(gn) will be determined by the samples f!1; :::; !ng, ff(!1); :::; f(!n)g seletedaording to the measure �. Hene, a learning proess is useful if it an �nd(with high probability with respet to the indued measure on the samples) an\almost" minimizer to IE�(f�h)2 using data derived from the samples. Havingthis in mind, for every h 2 F , let Lh = (h(x) � f(x))2 be the loss funtionassoiated with h 2 F . Given a Borel probability measure � on 
, denote byPr the produt measure �1, on the produt spae S = 
1.De�nition 2.1 We say that F is learnable if there is a learning proedure Asuh that for every " > 0limn!1 sup� PrfIE�(LASn ) > "g = 0:Note that if a lass is learnable then it is possible to approximate its membersby a sequene (gn) � F . We will be equally interested in ases where theapproximating sequene (gn) is not neessarily ontained in F .One of the main goals of this setion is to introdue an approximating pro-edure whih, for every given sample, produes an element of X whih approx-imates f on the sample. This learning proedure is based on the properties ofHilbert spaes with reproduing kernels. The setup we fous on is as follows:put 
 to be a ompat subset of IRd and let X be a Hilbert spae whih onsistsof Borel funtions on 
 with respet to an inner produt denoted by 
�;��.Assume further that the evaluation funtionals Æ! are ontinuous and uniformlybounded, i.e., that there is some M suh that sup! kÆ!k �M .By the Riesz representation theorem, for every ! 2 
 there is W! 2 X suhthat kW!k = kÆ!k and for every f 2 X , 
f;W!� = f(!).De�nition 2.2 A Hilbert spae X whih onsists of funtions on 
 is said tohave a reproduing kernel K : 
 � 
 ! IR if for every ! 2 
 and f 2 X,
K(!; t); f(t)� = f(!).Note that by the uniqueness of the representation in Riesz's theorem and sinef(!) = 
K(!;�); f(�)� = 
W!(�); f(�)� it follows that K(!;�) =W!(�).For examples of Hilbert spaes in whih the reproduing kernel has an ex-pliit representation, we refer the reader to [13℄. One well known example of aHilbert spae with a reproduing kernel is the following:Example { Sobolev Spaes: Let 
 be a ompat subset of IRd. Given asmooth funtion f : 
 ! IR and a multiindex �, denote by D�f the weakderivative of f with respet to �. Let W k;20 (
) be the spae of all the funtionssuh that for every multi index �, with j�j = k, D�f 2 L2(
) and f vanisheson �
. (see [7℄ for the basi fats regarding Sobolev spaes, or [1℄ for a moredetailed survey). 9



There are two equivalent norms on this spae:(2:1) kfk2 = Xj�j=k kD�fk2L2and(2:2) kfk2 = Xj�j�k kD�fk2L2 :Under both these norms, W k;20 is a separable Hilbert spae with the inner prod-ut 
f; g� = Xj�j=k
D�f;D�g�L2(
)whih indues (2.1), and
f; g� = Xj�j�k
D�f;D�g�L2(
)whih indues (2.2). By the Sobolev inequalities ([1℄, [7℄) it follows that if k > d2then X is a losed subspae of C(
). In partiular, the evaluation funtionalsÆ! are ontinuous funtionals and uniformly bounded.In many ases one an �nd an expliit representation for the reproduingkernel. For example, let X =W 1;20 [0; 1℄. It an be shown that X is the spae ofthe absolutely ontinuous funtions on [0; 1℄ suh that f(0) = f(1) = 0. Also,X is ontinuously embedded in C(0; 1) and its reproduing kernel with respetto the norm (2:2) isK(x; y) = ( 12(e2�1)(ex + e�x)(ey + e2�y) if 0 � x � y;12(e2�1)(ey + e�y)(ex + e2�x) if y � x � 1:In the general ase, even when one does not have an expliit representation forthe reproduing kernel, one an approximate it using the following omputation.Let (un) be a omplete orthonormal basis of X , thenf(!) = 
K(!;�); f(�)� = 1Xn=1
f; un�
K(!;�); un(�)� = 1Xn=1
f; un�un(!):Therefore, for f = K(�; !2) and sine K is symmetri,K(!1; !2) = 1Xn=1un(!1)un(!2):Hene, for every !1, !2(2:3) 
W!1 ;W!2� = 1Xn=1un(!1)un(!2):10



Reall that for every Borel probability measure � on 
, Pr is the produtmeasure �1 on the produt spae S = 
1. If ~! 2 S, let �m be the empirialmeasure supported on the �rst m oordinates of ~!. For f : 
 ! IR, IE�m(f)denotes the empirial mean of f , i.e.,IE�m(f) = 1m mXi=1 f(!i):De�nition 2.3 A lass of funtions F satis�es the " uniform Glivenko{Cantelliondition on 
 iflimn!1 sup� Prn supm�n supf2F jIE�m(f)� IE�(f)j � "o = 0:To avoid the measurability problems that might be aused by the supremum,one usually uses an outer measure in the de�nition of a uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lass (see [6℄). Atually, only a rather weak assumption (alled \imageadmissibility Suslin") is needed to avoid the above mentioned measurabilityproblem. (see [5℄ for more details).It was shown in [2℄ that a lass of bounded funtions F is " uniform Glivenko{Cantelli for every " > 0 if and only if V C"(
;F) is �nite for every " > 0. Also,by [3℄, if for some � > 0, k = P(1=4��)" is �nite, thenPr�supf2F jIE�n(f)� IE�(f)j � "	 � Æfor(2:4) n = O� 1"2�k log2 1" + log 1Æ��:Theorem 2.4 Let 
 � IRd be a ompat set, and let X be a Hilbert spae ofBorel funtions on 
 suh that the evaluation funtionals are uniformly bounded.Then F = B(X) is learnable as a lass of funtions on 
.Proof: First, note that by Theorem 1.9 F is " uniform Glivenko{Cantelli forevery " > 0. Fix f 2 F and a sample f!1; :::; !mg; ff(!1); :::; f(!m)g. By re-ordering the sample, selet f!1; :::; !ng suh that Wi �W!i are independent aselements of X and span the set fWij1 � i � mg. Let En = spanfW1; :::;Wng �X and note that En is a losed subspae of a Hilbert spae, implying that it isalso a Hilbert spae and is isometri to its dual. De�ne a funtional e� on Enby e�(Wi) = f(!i). Therefore, there are �1; :::; �n suh that for every x 2 En,e�(x) = 
Pni=1 �iWi; x�. Thus, for every 1 � j � m(2:5) f(!j) = e�(Wj) = nXi=1 �i
Wi;Wj�:This linear equation system in the variables (�1; :::; �n) has a unique solution.Moreover, if (�1; :::; �n) is the solution then Pni=1 �iWi 2 B(X). Indeed,11



let PEn : X ! En be an orthogonal projetion. Thus, if E?n is the ortho{omplement of En, then f = PEnf + PE?n f . If g = PEnf , then kgk � kfk � 1and for every 1 � i � m,g(!i) = 
PEnf;Wi� = 
PEnf + PE?n f;Wi� = 
f;Wi� = f(!i):The fat that this solution is unique follows sine the matrix A = (
Wi;Wj�) isthe matrix representation of the bilinear form on En � En given by D(x; y) =
x; y� with respet to the basis fW1; :::;Wng. Sine D is positive de�nite thenA is invertible, and the uniqueness follows.Set gn to be the solution of (2.5). We will show that (gn) approximates f inthe appropriate sense.For any h 2 F , let Lh : 
 ! IR+ be the loss funtion assoiated with h,i.e., Lh(x) = �h(x) � f(x)�2. It is easy to see (e.g., [2℄) that if F is a lassof uniformly bounded funtions whih is " uniform Glivenko{Cantelli for every" > 0, then G = fLh j h 2 B(X)g also satis�es the uniform Glivenko{Cantelliondition for every " > 0.Given a probability measure �n on 
, denote by IE�n(Lh) the empirial lossgiven by IE�n(Lh) = 1n nXi=1�h(!i)� f(!i)�2:Sine G is uniform Glivenko{Cantelli, then for every " > 0 and every Æ > 0 thereis some N suh thatPrf supn>N suph2F jIE�n(Lh)� IE�(Lh)j � "g � Æfor every probability measure � on 
. Sine gn solves (2.5), then for every1 � i � n, gn(!i) = f(!i). Thus, IE�n(Lgn) = 0, implying that for every �,Prf supn>N IE�(Lgn) � "g � Æ:Hene, limn!1 sup� PrfIE�(gn � f)2 � "g = 0, as required. �Corollary 2.5 Let X be as in Theorem 2.4, and assume that F � X suh thatthere is some M for whih supf2F kfk � M . Then, if f 2 F , there is a mapA : S ! X suh thatlimN!1 sup� Prf supn>N IE�(ASn � f)2 � "g = 0where S = 
1 and Sn = Sn(f; �) are samples of f of length n drawn indepen-dently aording to �.The di�erene between this Corollary and Theorem 2.4 is that here we do notimpose that the approximating funtions ASn belong to F .12



In this learning proess we use a mehanism similar to the well known Sup-port Vetor Mahine ([16℄): �rst, we embed the sample in a high dimensionalspae and then we produe an approximating funtional. In this ase, sinethe sample is not Boolean, the funtional produed is not a separating fun-tional. Rather, it agrees with the unknown funtion on the sample. Sine inthis ase the evaluation funtionals are uniformly bounded, all the samples maybe embedded in the dual of X .Our proedure is easier than the Support Vetor Mahine sine solving (2:5)and �nding the desired gn is obtained in two simple steps:1) To alulate the oeÆients in (2:5) whih are 
W!i ;W!j �, one an eitheruse the reproduing kernel (sine 
Wx;Wy� = K(x; y)), or, if one does nothave an expliit formula for K(x; y), one may use the fat that 
Wx;Wy� =P1n=1 un(x)un(y), where (un) is a omplete orthonormal basis of X .2) One the oeÆients are disovered, one needs to solve the linear equationsystem (2.5). The solution is unique, and automatially satis�es the norm on-straint.This proedure is muh simpler than the quadrati programming minimizationproblem needed in the Support Vetor Mahine proedure. The omputationalprie is paid in ases where one does not have an expliit formula for the repro-duing kernel.Note that we use the fat that the samples are not Boolean. For a Booleansample, (2.5) beomes a system of inequalities, for whih there may be manysolutions, and one has to �nd a solution whih satis�es the norm onstraint. Thisproblem requires quadrati programming, hene gives no advantage omparedto the SVM.One may be tempted to think of an even simpler learning proedure, whih isto de�ne the approximating funtions (gn) as a linear interpolation of the givensample. Appealing as it is, this method will not be useful sine suh funtionsgn may not belong to X . Even if (gn) � X , one does not have an a{priori boundon kgnk, without whih the proof that gn tends to f is no longer true.Thanks to the estimate for V C"(
;F), we an estimate the sample omplexityin the Hilbert spae setup. To that end, we shall make an additional assumptionon the struture of our spae. We impose that the family of funtions (B(X)�B(X))2 = f(f � h)2j f; h 2 B(X)g is norm bounded in X (i.e., there is someM suh that supf;g2B(X) (f � g)2 � M). By Theorem 1.9 it follows thatV C"�
; (B(X)�B(X))2� = O(1="2).In many ases this assumption is satis�ed automatially. For example, letX =W 1;20 (a; b) and note that by the Sobolev inequality, there is some onstantC > 0 suh that for every f 2 B(X), kfk1 � C, hene(f � h)22 = 4 Z ba (f(t)� h(t))2(f 0(t)� h0(t))2dt � C 0 kf � hk2 � C 00:Corollary 2.6 Let X and F be as in Theorem 2.4. Assume that (B(X) �13



B(X))2 is norm bounded in X. Then, Pr�IE�(f � gn)2 � "	 � Æ forn = O� 1"2 � 1"3 log2 1" + log 1Æ ��:Proof: Sine the evaluation funtionals on X are uniformly bounded, thensup!2
 jf(w)j = supw2
 jÆ!(f)j � sup! kÆ!k kfk. Hene a norm bounded lass of fun-tions F � X onsists of funtions with a uniformly bounded range. Thus,as in (1.1), P(
;F) � C V C(
;F) . We may assume that F � B(X) and putG = fLhj h 2 B(X)g. Sine G is norm bounded inX then V C"(
;G) = O(1="2).Therefore, be setting � = 1=8 and applying (2.4), it follows that for every prob-ability measure � on 
,Prfsuph2G jIE�n(Lh)� IE�(Lh)j � "g � Æfor n = O� 1"2 � 1"3 log2 1" + log 1Æ ��:The orollary follows sine IE�n(Lgn) = 0. �Remark 1 Here, the assumption that �(B(X)�B(X)�2 is bounded is used tobound the fat shattering dimension of G. An alternative approah is to estimatethe overing numbers of G in L1(�n), and thus to provide omplexity estimates(see [2℄ for further details). This approah yields the same omplexity estimatewithout assuming that �B(X)�B(X)�2 is norm bounded.3 Conluding RemarksIn this �nal setion we disuss an alternative approah to the problem of estimat-ing the fat shattering dimension of a lass F . A possible soure of informationregarding the fat shattering dimension may be derived one we know that F isa ompat subset of C(
). It is tempting to think that in our setup (Banahspaes in whih the evaluation funtionals are uniformly bounded) F is om-patly embedded in C(
), sine this is the ase in all the \lassial" spaes,for example, Sobolev spaes or Bergman spaes (see [13℄). Therefore, a validquestion might have been whether the estimate shown in setion 1 using a \soft"approah may be improved using a more diret method.First, we will desribe the alternative and more diret method mentionedabove. Then, we shall give two examples: in the �rst one the estimates obtainedusing the two approahes oinide, while in the seond one, the soft approahyields a better bound. Finally, we will onstrut a Hilbert spae of ontinuousfuntions on [0; 1℄ in whih the evaluation funtionals are bounded by 1, but itsunit ball is not a ompat subset of C(0; 1). Hene, the diret approah doesnot apply to this ase. 14



Assume that F is a ompat subset of C(
) where 
 is the unit ball of IRdand put osF(Æ) = supf2F supkx�yk�Æ jf(x)� f(y)j :A standard ompatness argument shows that limÆ!0 osF(Æ) = 0, whih ensuresthe existene of an upper bound on osF (Æ).Let f!1; :::; !ng be "{shattered in 
, and set r = mini6=j k!i � !jk. Thus, thereare x; y 2 
 and f 2 F suh that kx� yk = r and jf(x)� f(y)j � ", implyingthat osF(r) � ".On the other hand, for i 6= j, B(!i; r=2) and B(!j ; r=2) are disjoint, and(1 + r2)
 � n[i=1B(!i; r2):By a volume estimate, (1 + r=2)d � n(r=2)d. Therefore,n � �1 + 2r �d:To see how the two estimates ombine when one has an upper estimate forosF , onsider for example, 
 = [0; 1℄ and X = W 1;20 (
). Note that there issome onstant C > 0 suh that for every f 2 X ,jf(x)� f(y)j � C kfk jx� yj1=2(see [1℄, pg 110). Hene, if F � B(X) and f!1; :::; !ng is "{shattered, then" � osF(r) � Cpr. Thus, by the volume estimate, n � O(1=")2, whih is thesame as the estimate established in Theorem 1.9.Turning to the seond example, let X = W 1;p0 (
) whih is the losure ofC10 (
) = ff jDf is ontinuous and f(�
) = 0g with respet to the normkfk = �Z
 dXi=1 ���� �f�xi ����p� 1p :Thus, X is a Banah spae whih is isometrially embedded in Lp. Moreover,by the Morrey embedding theorem ([1℄, [7℄), if p > d there is some onstantC = C(p; d) suh that osF (Æ) � CÆ�1�dp� supf2F kfk :Therefore, by the same argument presented above,V C"(
;F) � C(p; d)�1" � pdp�d :For example, if d � 2 and p > d then this estimate is muh worse than theestimate obtained in Theorem 1.9. Indeed, for p > 2, W 1;p0 has type 2 as asubspae of Lp, hene V C"(
;F) = O(1="2).15



Finally, we onstrut a Hilbert spae of ontinuous funtions on [0; 1℄ whihis not ompatly embedded in C(0; 1), yet the evaluation funtionals are allbounded by 1. Let (An) be disjoint intervals on [0; 1℄. For every n, set fn to besupported on An = [an; bn℄, suh that fn is the pieewise{linear interpolationof fn(an) = fn(bn) = 0 and fn(an + bn2 ) = 1. PutX = � 1Xn=1�nfn j 1Xn=1�2n <1	with  1Xn=1�nfn = � nXi=1 �2n�1=2. It is easy to see that X is a Hilbert spaeonsisting of ontinuous funtions on [0; 1℄. Also, for every x 2 [0; 1℄ and everyf 2 X , jÆx(f)j = jf(x)j � maxn j�nj � � 1Xn=1�2n�1=2 = kfk :Hene, the evaluation funtionals are uniformly bounded by 1. On the otherhand, (fn) in not a ompat set in C(0; 1) sine kfn � fmk1 = 1.Thus, the \soft" approah may sueed in ases where the diret one fails.However, we do not rule out the possibility that if one imposes strit onditionson F , the diret method may yield a better bound than the bound establishedin Theorem 1.9.
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